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EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT



THTT EHH HAHH PPPP IPP NII ENN SEE SSS QUOUU TITT EII NEE T (H(( QHH )THE HAPPINESS QUOTIENT (HQ)
07 OCTOBER 2021                    NURSERY, KG & CLASS I

 The classes were shown a video to enhance their happiness quotient.

After the video screening, students had a discussion around what

element/ person/object makes each student happy and students

decorated the same. 

The rest of the beautiful responses can be accessed here: 

 

https://padlet.com/hcsclc20212022/mhwnkg1

EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT



THTT EHH EMEE OMM TITT OII NOO ANN L QUOUU TITT EII NEE T (E(( QEE )THE EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT (EQ)
07 OCTOBER 2021                                                    CLASS II - V 

Respective classes were shown a video to enhance their emotional

quotient. After the video screening, students created a piece of art

around what activity they did to take care of and uplift their emotions 

pre and post-pandemic.

The rest of the beautiful responses can be accessed here: 

 

https://padlet.com/hcsclc20212022/mhw2_5

EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT



The rest of the beautiful responses can be accessed here: 

 

https://padlet.com/hcsclc20212022/mhw6_8

THTT EHH SOSS COO ICC AII L QUOUU TITT EII NEE T (SQSS )THE SOCIAL QUOTIENT (SQ)
08 OCTOBER 2021                                    CLASS VI-VIII 

Social intelligence is the capacity to know oneself and to know others.

Social Intelligence develops from experience with people and learning

from success and failures in social settings. Students made a slogan

around why mental health is important to them. 

EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT



THTT EHH ADVEVV REE SRR ISS TY QUOUU TITT EII NEE T (SQSS )THE ADVERSITY QUOTIENT (SQ)
09 OCTOBER 2021                                                 CLASS IX-XII 

After the success of Open Mic Season-1 of Mental Health, HCS came up

with Open Mic Season 2 which served as a 'Safe Zone' in which we need

to put forward our thoughts, ideas, creations, experiences in and around

Mental Health. An adversity quotient is a score that measures the

ability of a person to deal with adversities in their life. It is commonly

known as the science of resilience. Open Mic helps in developing a

mutual feeling of hope and resilience.

Let us break the stigma and let us normalize the discussion around

Mental Health. Let us come together and create a safe space for each

other. After all, we all must look forward to 'Be the woman who fixes

another woman's crown, without telling the world that it was crooked'.

Students participated enthusiastically. 

EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT



EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT

FEEDBACK ON OPEN MIC SESSION



EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT

FEEDBACK ON OPEN MIC SESSION



EXPLORING HUMAN QUOTIENT

Support & Facilitation by

Ms. Deepti Joy 

(Special Educator)

Students can feel free to approach the

school counsellor or special educator in

case of any concerns related to academic,

emotional, psychological or behavioural

difficulties. 

#breakthestigma #mentalhealthmatters
Created & Edited by

 Ms. Yashaushwani

(School Counsellor)
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FEEDBACK ON OPEN MIC SESSION


